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TODAY FOR
AMERICAN TOUR

shirt-sleeve executives take notes
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doubles the wear
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informality has
just one disadvantage that we can see—
your pants wear out so much faster than
your jackets! The solution? The Sheldon $65, our remarkable value in a twotrouser suit that just about gives you the
wearing quality of two suits for just a few
dollars more. And what a traveller! You
always have one pair of freshly pressed
pants to wear. Carefully tailored in
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Accessories to
| Keep Kitty Happy!
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choice all-wool fabrics, 2 and 3 button
jackets, shades of brown, grey and blue.
shorts, longs, stouts,
Regulars,
short
stouts.
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Clothing. 2nd FI.. Washington: Street
FI.. Silver Spring and PARKington
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Kitty Btd,

I.

Kitty

metol frame,

podded comfort, 20",

4.95

Litter, ends sond box or poper routine,
deodorizes, obsorbs; 10 lbs.. .
1.15
C. Kitty'* Own Shempee, a semi-dry cleaner,

SI
D. Kitty Snack Dish, 2 bowls
1. Catnip Tay, novelty

in one, plastic,

shapes, some

89c
with

bells,

49r

f, Kitty Ran, plastic, wipes deon in jiffy, 1,95

Call NA. 1-5100 ta Order, Minimum $2
Pet Shop—Street Floor, Washington and
PARKtngton; 4th Floor, Silver Spring

Washington, Silver Spring,
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PARKington
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